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Our people are our mountains.1

Amílcar Cabral

‘Mining’ historical strata to almost half a century ago, we findAmílcar Cabral
at the University of London on 27 October 1971 describing the state of the
armed struggle he had led since 1963 in the country that was then known
as Portuguese Guinea. After eight years of anti-colonial war, two thirds of
the small West African country had been freed from Portuguese occupation.
Within these ‘Liberated Zones’ that spread across areas of tropical forest the
PAIGC (African Party for the Independence of Guinea and Cape Verde)
established schools, hospitals, courts and people’s communal shops.
During these years, Cabral moved between the party headquarters in
Conakry in neighbouring Guinea, the jungle of the guerrilla within Guinea-
Bissau and the international geopolitical realm where he was advocating
for and attempting to develop a new society.2 At the lecture in London in
1971 he described the conditions of the armed struggle in Guinea-Bissau:

We are in a flat part of Africa…The manuals of guerrilla warfare generally
state that a country has to be of a certain size to be able to create what is
calledabaseand, further, thatmountainsare thebestplace todevelopguerrilla
warfare…Obviously we don’t have those conditions in Guinea, but this did
not stop us beginning our armed liberation struggle…As for the mountains,
wedecided that ourpeople had to take their place, since itwouldbe impossible
to develop our struggle otherwise. So our people are our mountains.3

His audience was made up of young British students, leftist activists,
migrants and other supporters of the London-based Committee for
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the capital of The Republic of
Guinea, the allied southern
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from French colonialism in
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the ground for a unilateral
Declaration of Independence
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assassinated in January
1973.
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Freedom in Mozambique, Angola and Guinea (CFMAG), who had gath-
ered to hear a first-hand account of an on-going anti-colonial struggle in
Guinea-Bissau.4 Cabral’s metonymy – mountains = people – refers in
part to the morphological flatness characterising the surface of this specific
West African terrain as well as to the lack of a hierarchical structure in the
anti-colonial movement.5 However, it also reveals the intimate relation
that Cabral maintained with the material matter of mountains, composed
of soil and bedrock. While for Che Guevara’s guerrilla in Cuba the moun-
tains were a resource that secured locations where they could establish
their bases and consolidate their power, Cabral ‘flattens’ that strategy to
adapt it to his specific geopolitical circumstances.6 In Guinea, the
PAIGC had succeeded in uniting the people within a horizontally organ-
ised anti-colonial movement that prioritised education and humility as
weapons of militant struggle; where peasant work and intellectual
labour were of equal value instead of being submitted to a hierarchical
valorisation. The mountains were the people made potent, the multitude.7

Furthermore, and less metaphorically, this pattern – looking at masses of
militants and seeing the potential strategic force of mountains – reflects his
understanding of the world in ‘ecosophical’ terms, ie, a holistic under-
standing of ecology.8 This resonates with the less known and often neg-
lected dimension of Cabral’s practice as an agronomist and how his
research on soil and erosion informed his political formation.

This article makes a reading of Cabral’s agronomical texts (1948 to
1960), which were published in the book Estudos Agrários de Amílcar
Cabral (Agrarian Studies of Amílcar Cabral), alongside his more widely
translated and published speeches and political writings.9 The context
for this reading is an on-going engagement with Cabral’s thought that
has included film-making, artistic activism through the digitalisation of
militant cinema from Guinea Bissau, and working with Guinean film-
makers such as Sana na N’Hada and Flora Gomes, among others.10 I
started writing notes on Cabral’s agronomical writing in 2009 when I
first encountered his book Estudos Agrários de Amílcar Cabral in a
second-hand bookshop in Lisbon, an event that informed many of
my films and installations, especially the project Luta ca caba inda (The
struggle is not over yet), (2011–ongoing).

In Cabral’s thought the geological is not separated from human
history, the soil is not an inert and static ‘ground’ subjected to human
agency, but rather has a dynamic relation to human social structures,
evident in its different responses to forms of colonial extractivism. An
example of this interrelation was the devastating drought in Cape Verde
in 1941, which took the lives of twenty thousand people, and was wit-
nessed by Cabral at the age of seventeen. According to his daughter, Iva
Cabral, this experience influenced his decision to become an agronomist.11

While in the twentieth century, geology was for the most part understood
– at least in theWest – as the static backdrop to human action, recent scho-
larly work by thinkers such as Dipesh Chakrabarty has recognised that to
fully apprehend the unfolding environmental crisis sometimes referred to
as the cause for defining a new Earth epoch, the Anthropocene or Capita-
locene,12 it is necessary to question and put in dialogue the concepts of
natural history and human history.13 Cabral was prescient when he said
‘we can affirm, without fear of contradiction… that, to defend the Earth
is the most efficient process to defend Humankind’.14 As this article will
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4 The UK and Portugal
formed an alliance in 1386,
which benefitted both
Portugal’s determination to
hold on to its colonies, and
Britain’s attempt to
maintain its neocolonial
dominance through
international institutions
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Commonwealth. CFMAG
was founded on the
instructions of Frente de
Libertação deMoçambique
(FRELIMO) to pressure the
British government to cease
its support for the
Portuguese colonial war.

5 The PAIGC guerrilla forces
operating inside the
country were mainly
formed by elements of the
Balanta ethnic group, a
society structured
horizontally, without
kings, chiefs or hierarchy
and therefore with no
military rankings. See
Amílcar Cabral, P.A.I.G.
C.: Unidade e Luta, Nova
Aurora, Lisbon, 1974,
p 83.

6 ‘Fighting on favorable
ground and particularly in
the mountains presents
many advantages’. See
Ernesto ‘Che’ Guevara in
Guerrilla Warfare, New
Statesman, 1967, pp 19–23

7 Here I recall the use of the
term ‘the multitude’ by
Baruch Spinoza, later
developed by Antonio
Negri and Michael Hardt
as a concept of people that
have not yet entered a
social contract with a
sovereign political body,
such that individuals still
retain the potential
capacity for political self-
determination. See Michael
Hardt and Antonio Negri,
Multitude: War and
Democracy in the Age of
Empire, London, Penguin,
2005.

8 Ecosophy is a term
introduced by Félix
Guattari to define ‘a multi-
philosophy that
encompasses social and
individual practices with
the aim of opening up the
possibility of thinking
social, mental and
environmental matters as



explore, by drawing on earlier soil scientists who recognised the cata-
strophic environmental consequences of capitalist colonialism, Cabral
was ahead of his time.

Cabral’s understanding of soil and erosion are not dissociable from his
project of liberation struggle. His reports on colonial land exploitation
and the trade economy, along with his research on soil and erosion,
reveal his double agency as a state soil scientist and as a ‘sower’ of
African liberation. Between 1949 and 1952, while working as an agrono-
mist for the colonial regime and simultaneously participating in the for-
mation of a clandestine anti-colonial movement, Cabral wrote ‘Em
Defesa da Terra I–V’ (‘In Defence of the Earth I–V’).15 This article devel-
oped a militant semantics for soil reclamation that was part of a project of
liberation. In his 1971 speech in London Cabral stated: ‘In 1960, I was the
only agronomist in my country – what a privilege! – but now there are
twelve agronomists in my country, all trained during the struggle.’16

Cabral understood agronomy not merely as a discipline combining
geology, soil science, agriculture, biology and economics but as a means
to gain materialist knowledge about peoples’ lived conditions under colo-
nialism.

Cabral’s life has been extensively explored in notable biographies,
ranging from that of Patrick Chabal to more recent works by António
Tomás and Julião Soares Sousa.17 As a young student of agronomy,
Cabral carried out research in Cuba, a flat and dry area in southern Portugal
that was economically disadvantaged. This gave him early insights into the
importance of connecting a militant knowledge with theory.18 Portuguese
historian and theorist José Neves recently proposed that Cabral’s interest
in pedology – the formation, chemistry, morphology and classification of
the soil –was informed by an ‘ecological concern’ not limited to an attention
to ‘land and its fauna and flora but also for men and their social relations’.19

The scientific data Cabral gathered during his work as an agronomist first
became instrumental in the theoretical and political arguments denouncing
the injustice perpetrated on land inscribed by colonial rule, and would later
inform his military strategy. Care for the soil was crucial for Cabral as part
of the work of reclamation (of soil and more) necessary in the project of
national reconstruction in the postcolony.20 The operation of reading the
‘people’ as ‘mountains’ in the context of colonial extraction, oppression
and exploitation evidences a visionary understanding of the Capitalocenic
condition of the surface of the Earth. In his agronomic writings Cabral
refers to the edaphology – from the Greek ἔδαϕος, edaphos, or ‘ground’,
and λογία (logia) – as the science that is concerned with the influence of
soils on living things.21 The logic of this concept – from the ground up –

and the reciprocity it conveys lays the groundwork for the principles
from which he articulated the struggle.

Lithos-Atmos Conflict

The soil is a natural, independent and historical body.22

Vasily Dokuchaev

Cabral’s experience as a student of agronomy and his research in
Southern Portugal’s Cuba region gave him an indication of the
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interconnected reciprocal
ecologies…Here we are
talking about a
reconstruction of social and
individual practices which I
shall classify under three
complementary headings,
all of which come under the
ethico-aesthetic aegis of an
ecosophy: social ecology,
mental ecology and
environmental ecology’.
Félix Guattari, The Three
Ecologies, Ian Pindar and
Paul Sutton, trans, The
Athlone Press, London, UK
and New Brunswick, New
Jersey, 2000, p 41.

9 Amílcar Cabral, Estudos
Agrários de Amílcar
Cabral, Instituto de
Investigação Científica
Tropical, Instituto Nacional
de Estudos e Pesquisa,
Lisbon, Bissau, 1988

10 Before becoming fiction
film-makers, known for
their debut films Mortu
Nega (Gomes, 1988) and
Xime (N’Hada, 1994),
Flora Gomes and Sana na
N’Hada, and their
colleagues Josefina Crato
and José Bolama Cobumba,
were educated by the
PAIGC to become the
pioneers of Guinean
cinema. An extensive
research on this militant
cinema period, 1967–1980,
was undertaken recently
with the digitalisation of the
INCA (Instituto Nacional
de Cinema e Audiovisual da
Guiné Bissau) archives in
2012. One of the most
important films recovered
from this process was the
historical collective film The
Return of Amílcar Cabral
(31 minutes, 1976). For
more information see Filipa
César, Tobias Hering,
Filipa Oliveira and Jeu de
Paume, eds, Filipa César,
La Lutte N’est Pas Finie
(exhibition 16 October
2012–20 January 2013),
Jeu de Paume, Paris, 2012,
exhibition catalogue; Filipa
César, Tobias Hering,
Carolina Rito, eds, Luta ca
caba inda: time place matter
voice, 1967–2017, Archive
Books, Berlin, 2017; Nuna
Faria, Filipa César and
Tobias Hering, eds, The
struggle is not over yet:



Soil map by Amílcar Cabral for the study ‘O Problema da Erosão do Solo. Contribuição para o seu Estudo na Região de
Cuba (Alentejo)’, 1951, source: Estudos Agrários de Amílcar Cabral, Instituto de Investigação Científica Tropical, Instituto
Nacional de Estudos e Pesquisa Lisboa and Bissau, 1988, p 174
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importance of understanding the role of soil and integrating it in a con-
ception of the world. In his 1949 bachelor degree dissertation, ‘O Pro-
blema da Erosão do Solo. Contribuição para o seu Estudo na Região de
Cuba (Alentejo)’ (‘The Problem of Soil Erosion. A contribution for its
Study in the Region of Cuba (Alentejo)’),23 he described this economi-
cally poor area whose land was rapidly desertifying during the fascist
dictatorship of Antonio de Oliveira Salazar between 1933 and
1974.24 This fieldwork allowed him to develop his interest in soil and
the phenomenon of its erosion, drawing particularly from work in the
field of soil science that had emerged since the mid-nineteenth century
by figures such as Justus von Liebig, Ferdinand von Richthofen and
especially, Vasily Dokuchaev. In his agronomic study of the

Experimental Farm of Pessubé, Guinea Bissau, photographer unknown, undated, source: CasaComum.org
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Archive Books, Berlin and
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2015) and Cacheu (César,
2012).

11 In 1945 Amílcar Cabral
received a scholarship to
attend the Higher Institute



Alentejo region he utilised Liebig’s chemical definition of soil as a lab-
oratory in which to verify the most varied chemical reactions, Richtho-
fen’s geological perspective of soil as a pathological condition of the
rock, and Dokuchaev’s definition of soil as a natural, independent
and historical body.25 This emerging science had an impact on materi-
alist political thought, especially on Marx, and later contributed to
Cabral’s anti-colonialist arguments that condemned the agricultural
and extractive practices of colonial powers.

Cabral stressed the importance of not defining soil through its ‘static-
morphological’ aspect but through its variables and its relational and
dynamic potential: ‘The being from which the soil derives is the rock.
Through natural or artificial action the rock is fragmented, disintegrated
and forms what is called in edaphology “original matter”. The “meteorisa-
tion of the rock”.’26 He refers to this as a relative ‘negation’ of the rock,
where natural agents destroy its structure and negate it, creating ‘original
matter’ – the matter resulting from the destruction of the rock before it
has become soil. Subsequently, a second negation in the meteorisation
process corresponds to the development of the ‘body-soil’ – which he ident-
ifies as independent, natural and historical. ‘This balance is sustained
through the contradiction generated by successive transformations. Oxi-
dations, reductions, carbonisations, dissolutions, hydrolysations, volume
variations, compost translocations, micro-organic activities.’27 Cabral elab-
orates on a coevality of the ‘lithos’ (rock) and ‘atmos’ (climate) forces, a
zone of destruction and transformation between independent elements
and from which life is possible. From this, soil can be understood as ‘the
crust of meteorisation’.28

The definition of ‘meteorisation of the rock’, as a negation of one in
order to give rise to another, informs a dialectical and materialistic
search to redefine soil as a zone of conflict. Cabral carefully notes the
utility of embracing conflict and contradiction (negation and destruc-
tion):

The conflict between lithos and atmos is due to the antagonisms between
rock and climate – if we admitted the existence of intention in natural
phenomena, we could argue that this ‘opposition’ demands that the rock
transforms itself in order to subsist. Neither the rock disappears comple-
tely, nor the climatic phenomena cease to operate – rather the rock gets
integrated into a new form of negation-existence. 29

This observation – intention in natural phenomena – can be read as an
urge to allow for a kind of rock agency: the rock/soil as carrier of a
prose, a narrative, the substrate where everything is inscribed.30 This
echoes what Chakrabarty describes as a ‘geophysical force’; this, he
writes, ‘is what in part we are in our collective existence – [it] is
neither a subject nor an object. A force is the capacity to move
things. It is pure, nonontological agency.’31 Cabral reads the soil, the
historical body, listening to its processes and later parsing a parallel
with what was occurring within the Guinean people (‘the mountains’).
As stated earlier, meteorisation – the conflict between lithos and atmos
– involves two elements in a relation of contradiction. This geomantic
drive, a channel to read the earth – its future inscribed in its pasts –
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pdf, accessed 2 July 2018.
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coined by Jason W Moore
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Capitalocene? Nature,
History, and the Crisis of
Capitalism, PM Press,
Oakland, 2016, p 6.

13 Dipesh Chakrabarty,
‘Postcolonial Studies and
the Challenge of Climate
Change’, New Literary
History, vol 43, no 1,
winter 2012, p 13; and
Dipesh Chakrabarty, ‘The
Climate of History: Four
Theses’, Critical Inquiry,
vol 35, no 2, winter 2009,
pp 197–222

14 Cabral, Estudos Agrários
de Amílcar Cabral, op cit,
p 63

15 Ibid, pp 63–79, pp 177–179

16 Amílcar Cabral, Our
People Are Our Mountains,
op cit, p 7

17 See Patrick Chabal, Amilcar
Cabral: Revolutionary
Leadership and People’s
War, Cambridge,
Cambridge University
Press, 1983; António
Tomás, O fazedor de
utopias: uma biografia de
Amílcar Cabral, Tinta-da-
China, Lisbon, 2007 and
Julião Soares Sousa,
Amílcar Cabral (1924–
1973): Vida e Morte de um
Revolucionário Africano,
Vega, Lisbon, 2011

18 Amílcar Cabral, Revolution
in Guinea: An African
Peoples Struggle, Stage 1,
London, 1969, pp 73–90.
In an anecdotal twist of
history, this Portuguese
Cuba, according to local
mythology, is the birthplace
of Christopher Columbus,
who then named an island
in the Caribbean after it:
Cuba, where Cabral would

http://www.fmsoares.pt/aeb/dossiers/dossier01/AmilcarCabral.pdf
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http://www.fmsoares.pt/aeb/dossiers/dossier01/AmilcarCabral.pdf
http://www.fmsoares.pt/aeb/dossiers/dossier01/AmilcarCabral.pdf


gives access to an epistemology of the edaphosphere (the layer of soil
that supports and effects multiple interconnected forms of life) that
speaks of how the soil’s discrete elements contain valuable information
for the decolonial struggle. The metonymy is that people are a part of
the soil, the soil is a part of the people. Cabral stating that the people
are our mountains means that the people themselves are the terrain of
the struggle in contrast to Guevara’s notion of geological mountains
as an instrument offering refuge to militants. The approach Cabral
takes is reminiscent of the historical materialist operation Karl Marx
carries out in Das Capital, although expanding the analysis in order
to include environmental phenomena as having agency.32 He summar-
ises the definition of soil with an equation, where soil is the sum of all

Experimental Farm of Pessubé, Guinea Bissau, photographer unknown, undated, source: CasaComum.org
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later deliver his important
speech ‘The Weapon of
Theory’ at the First
Tricontinental Conference
of the Peoples of Asia,
Africa and Latin America
held in Havana in January
1966.

19 José Neves, ‘Ideology,
Science, and People in
Amílcar Cabral’, História,
Ciências, Saúde-
Manguinhos, Rio de
Janeiro, vol 24, no 2, April/
June 2017, p 8. ‘This is
apparent in his bachelor
thesis, a study that bore



the properties and meteorisations in a given period of time:

tS = {f [c(t), o(t), v(t), h(t), r(t), p(t), t, . . .]dt

S – properties of soil; c – climate; o – organism; r – topography; p – original
matter; t – time; s – soil; v – vegetation; h – human being [dt – development
in time]33

This could correlate into the equation: the palimpsest of the soil +
inscribed over time = history.

Colonial Erosion

Planting is the root of ownership and the waging of war.34

Vilém Flusser

After defining soil as a place of conflict, Cabral continued with concepts of
erosion. Operating under the constraints of dictatorial Portugal, his
activity as an agronomist was subversive – he advanced the liberation
struggle from inside, using colonial resources to inform and strengthen
the liberation movement. Cabral defines erosion, the displacement of
soil from the surface of the earth by natural agents such as water and
wind, as a natural phenomenon that is ‘realised slowly and gradually
from within the soil-life-climate equilibrium’.35 This natural balance can
be threatened by the erosion caused by human intervention. Cabral’s
works on documenting the loss of balance produced by colonial interven-
tion should be read in the context of an oppressive system utilising censor-
ship to enforce its power.36

The critical situation of Portuguese agriculture led him to study Alen-
tejo’s edaphosphere, with a specific focus on the main cause of its crisis –
soil erosion.37 He examined the colonial mainland and interpreted the
condition of its soil depletion as the result of Portugal’s exploitation of
land elsewhere:

the Alentejo panorama clearly reflects the influences of the historical
process in the province… the maritime voyages of discovery resulted in
the creation of an empire which led to the neglect of domestic agriculture
as the riches from India were more attractive than the uncertainty of
labouring their own land.38

E = f (c, r, v, s, h)

E – erosion, f – factors, c – climate, r – topography, v – vegetation, s – soil, h
– human39

Soil is the inscribed body and erosion is the scar left by historical violence.
Although in his official agronomic work, Cabral’s references to Justus

von Liebig solely address issues concerning the chemistry of the rock (‘soil
is a laboratory to observe chemical reactions’), it is likely that Cabral
would have also read Liebig’s political positions on the geo-economical
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148.

24 Ibid, p 89

25 Ibid

26 Ibid, p 91

27 Ibid

28 Ibid

29 Ibid, p 92

30 Eduardo Viveiros de Castro
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affairs’; Eduardo Viveiros
de Castro, Cannibal
Metaphysics, Univocal
Publishing, Minneapolis,
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discussion of soil.40 Liebig was important for Marx in his analysis of soil
and historical materialism, as John Bellamy Foster points out: ‘when he
wrote Capital [in the 1860s], Marx had become convinced of the contra-
dictory and unsustainable nature of capitalist agriculture’, mainly due to
historical developments such as the depletion of soil fertility through the
loss of soil nutrients and the shift in Liebig’s own work towards an eco-
logical critique of capitalist agriculture.41 Marx underlined the ecological
impacts of these developments: ‘All progress in capitalist agriculture is a
progress in the art, not only of robbing the worker, but of robbing the
soil; all progress in increasing the fertility of the soil for a given time is a
progress toward ruining the more long-lasting sources of that fertility.’42

Experimental Farm of Pessubé, Guinea Bissau, photographer unknown, undated, source: CasaComum.org
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31 Chakrabarty, ‘Postcolonial
Studies and the Challenge
of Climate Change’, op cit,
p 13

32 Karl Marx, Das Kapital:
Kritik der politischen
Oekonomie, Erster Band,
Buch 1: Der
Produktionsprocess des
Kapitals, Otto Meissner,
Hamburg, 1867

33 Cabral, Estudos Agrários
de Amílcar Cabral, op cit,
p 94



Although Cabral had read Liebig, Dokuchaev, Marx and others, when
he was later asked about his ideological sources at his University of
London lecture, he responded: ‘Moving from the realities of one’s own
country towards the creation of an ideology for one’s struggle doesn’t
imply that one has pretensions to be a Marx or a Lenin or any other
great ideologist, but is simply a necessary part of the struggle.’43 It was
politically expedient for the leaders of the African liberation movements
to stress that their political organisations were grassroots, and that their
theories were based on the experiences of their struggles rather than
imported political theory. However, they were of course influenced by
European and pan-African thinkers. Cabral does not emulate the words
of Liebig, or even the theories of Marx, but comes to similar conclusions
premised upon a situated knowledge.44

Instead of studying the colonised African soil (his primary concern),
Cabral began with the specificities of the oppressor’s terrain: Portugal’s
own systemic crisis and its inherent propensity for violent solutions.
This work on Portuguese soil erosion qualified Cabral to be employed
as an agronomist by the colonial state in the ‘overseas provinces’.45 In
1952, Cabral was employed by the Overseas Ministry to engage in a
one-year study on the farming practices in Portuguese Guinea, the land
of his birth. Here, Cabral established what he called an experimental lab-
oratory at Pessubé Farm and, in 1953, undertook an agricultural census: a
process of data collection that provided him with a direct connection to
the population and access to topographical data throughout the
country. This census, which comprised a study of the state of agriculture
in Portugal’s colonies, had been requested of the Portuguese Government
by the Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations
(FAO).46 As Guinean agronomist Carlos Schwarz suggests, when
Cabral started work as an agronomist in Guinea he was convinced that
the independence process would unfold peacefully, in the form in which
it proceeded in many of the African countries that had been colonised
by other European powers. Accordingly, he started work on a new
concept of agriculture intended to replace the existing colonial model.47

Cabral published a series of agronomic articles including ‘Em Defesa da
Terra I-V’ (‘In Defence of the Earth I-V’) in 1949–1952 and ‘Acerca da Uti-
lização da Terra na África Negra’ (‘On the Use of the Earth in Black Africa’)
in 1954. In the first, Cabral sought out historical global economic cases,
addressing soil reclamation: ‘Examples of propaganda are insufficient to
solve a problem whose roots plunge into the very economic structure of
societies.’48 In the second, he centred on the principal human components
of agriculture and its economies: ‘The fundamental source and determining
aspect are the human-social-beings themselves, whose actions are depen-
dent upon the economic structure sustained by agricultural activities.’49

He goes on to address the violence of state-imposed soil politics and their
contradictions:

The cultural system redolent of Black Africa is an itinerant system… a portion
of jungle or savannah is chosen for cultivation; the natural vegetation is
thinned and then burned; the earth is exploited for a short period and then
abandoned; the forest or the savannah then reclaims the land…The itinerant
system (nomadic agriculture) demands a high level of settlement instability.
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The people don’t attach themselves to the land. This attachment would seem
to be an essential condition of the process of development.50

Cabral explained how the itinerant agricultural system is an endemic sol-
ution to the problems imposed by the Black African environment and
became acute in his criticism of colonial agricultural measures:

In short, colonialism has introduced a new system of production into
Africa, which translates as an économie de traite (trade economy).51

However it maintains the nomadic system of cultivating the land. Attempts
are made to apply this to the itinerant system without taking into account
the specificities of the mesologic [ecological] conditions. These differ from
European agricultural practices, but Europe is convinced of the ‘superior-
ity’ of its own practices.52

Cabral denounced the exploitative effects of the extractionist trade
economy. He built on Liebig’s description of the situation created when
the empirical agriculture of the trader becomes a spoliation system, and
the conditions of reproduction of the soil are undermined – ‘every
system of farming based on the spoliation of the land leads to
poverty’.53 Cabral acknowledged that itinerant agriculture does not
allow for certain cultural and infrastructural developments because of
its rootlessness. However, he argued that:

The evolution of new African cultural technologies in the sense of better
serving the progress of Black African people cannot ignore the fact that they
have a profound knowledge about the environment and its possibilities…
The fact that this vital need is neglectedhas already led to several catastrophes.
At the heart of these can generally be found a complex mesh of components
introduced into the life of Black Africa by a new entity – colonialism.54

As Bellamy Foster points out, Marx was initially interested in Liebig’s pio-
neering developments in artificial fertiliser, although he later became scep-
tical about their long-term value: ‘Fertility is not so natural a quality as
might be thought; it is closely bound up with the social relations of the
time.’55 This emphasis on historical changes in soil fertility in the direction
of agricultural improvement becomes a constant in Marx’s later thinking,
though it is eventually coupled with an understanding of how capitalist
agriculture could undermine the conditions of soil fertility, resulting in
soil degradation rather than improvement. Bellamy Foster argues that:

It is in his later work on political economy that Marx provided his systema-
tic treatment of such issues as soil fertility, organic recycling, and sustain-
ability in response to the investigations of the great German chemist
Justus von Liebig – and in which we find the larger conceptual framework,
emphasising the ‘metabolic rift’ between human production and its natural
condition.56

Cabral was compiling a body of situated knowledge – the specificities of
the conflict between Africa and Portugal, a colonial power – that was
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informed by Marx and Liebig’s insights into the global dimension of the
agricultural crisis produced nearly a century earlier.

Fascist colonial Portugal was a very particular corporate Catholic
paternalistic regime, characterised by a dictatorship sustained by censor-
ship and the rhetorical construction of fantasies about the power and
reach of its empire. In reality, the country was deeply backward. The illit-
eracy rate of the population was close to fifty percent in 1952. Within
this context, Cabral initially avoided overt politics and diligently devel-
oped constructive alternatives to the colonial system. One of his last offi-
cial acts as a state agronomist was to propose sugar beet plantations in
Portugal.57 Given the increasing European demand for sugar, this was
a profitable option for the ‘mainland’ to replace the exploitation of
sugarcane plantations in its tropical ‘overseas provinces’. Cabral
turned the mirror back to Europe, suggesting a solution to a European
agricultural crisis. It was, after all, partially as a consequence of agricul-
tural crisis (as previously addressed from a Eurocentric perspective by
Liebig and Marx) that European powers had accelerated their colonial
projects, a process consolidated with the scramble for Africa at the
1884–1885 Berlin Conference:58

economic factors in Europe were one of the causes behind the European
settlement of Africa after the Age of the Discoveries. With the simple
trade in goods, including enslaved Black men, Europeans spent the
rewards of the exploitation of the land. But like Black Africans, the aim
was to produce essential food. Europeans cultivated or forced Black Afri-
cans to cultivate farm products… From the contradictions created,
African land is being devastated day after day… In a life that is out of
balance, obliged to satisfy not only the new demands created but the
requirements of a new social condition, he (the African subject) slowly
uproots himself, migrates or is forced to migrate. He abandons the land
or doesn’t have the time to assimilate the knowledge that he has created
and accumulated over centuries, based on the transmission of empirical
knowledge about the environment… The lack of balance in the manage-
ment of Black African soil encourages the emergence of diseases that debil-
itate the human organism.59

Later in 1969, already in the midst of the war of independence, in a work-
shop with the PAIGC political bureau, Cabral discussed different modes of
resistance (political, economic, cultural and military). One argument he
made for economic resistance was the awareness of the bureaucratic
‘nullity’ of the value of Black African labour through the manipulation
of tax, prices and wages: ‘We have analysed the cultivation of peanuts
in depth and we have reached the conclusion that it is forced labour.’60

This calculation demonstrated the perpetuation of an exploitative
system of labour that continued in Guinea even after slavery was officially
abolished.61 Cabral works with the tools of Western science in order to
diagnose the conditions of the peoples of Guinea-Bissau in relation to
soil degradation. In drawing attention to this relation, he anticipated
today’s forced migration of African subjects as a result of the historical
devastation of the soil.
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Underground Double Agency

I got myself a contract as an agronomist and went to Angola, taking
the opportunity to gather comrades to discuss with them the new
path we should follow in the struggle for our lands. Under the
control of PIDE [International and State Defence Police], comrades.62

Amílcar Cabral

Cabral’s subversive double agency becomes evident when appraising his
role as political activist alongside his concurrent activity as agronomist
between 1948 and 1960. Although serving the Portuguese state could be
understood as a submission to the colonial power, Cabral’s ‘sub-
mission’ – a mission under his official appointment – was subversive.
His shift from coded contempt to the overt criticism of the colonial agri-
cultural system manifested in articles such as ‘Acerca da Utilização da
Terra na África Negra’, which made it difficult for Cabral to operate in
Portuguese Guinea.

An early example of this militant subversive approach dates back to
1948, when Cabral had just joined the Casa dos Estudantes do Império
or CEI (House of the Students from the Empire, 1944–1965) in Lisbon.
This academic institution had been created by the Overseas Ministry to
promote a sense of global ‘Portugality’ among the students from the colo-
nies. Here he communed with Eduardo Mondlane (who became the first
president of FRELIMO – Frente de Libertação de Moçambique); Mário
Pinto de Andrade (co-founder of the MPLA, the People’s Movement for
the Liberation of Angola, and partner of pioneering film-maker, Sarah
Maldoror); Agostinho Neto (co-founder of MPLA), and many other
future anti-colonial leaders. The students quickly subverted the official
agenda of this institution, which became a hotspot for young intellectuals
to develop a critical discourse about colonial politics and, later, to prepare
for armed struggle.

The CEI published numerous short poetry publications and edited a
magazine called Mensagem (Message) that focused on non-European
Lusophone poetry. Poetry functioned as a ‘cultural’ disguise that
allowed these young intellectuals to address the oppression of African
and Asian peoples. Technically, the Portuguese political police (PIDE),
in the various raids on the CEI and surveillance reports of the students’
cultural activities, had difficulty decoding the poetic musings of an
inconspicuous political organisation that was smouldering inside colonial
academia.63

After ending the fieldwork in Portuguese Guinea, Cabral continued to
work as a state agronomist, now directing his focus to the phytosanitary
conditions of food storage in the warehouses of the main harbours of
Angola,64 Cape Verde and Lisbon.65 This research enabled him to move
freely between the colonies and the ‘metropole’ and to gain strategic
data about Portugal’s economic dependence on overseas products and
colonial trade economy – information that he forwarded to the various
newly-founded anti-colonial parties in Angola and Mozambique.66 In
1955, Cabral founded the MING (Movement for the National Indepen-
dence of Guinea) and transferred his agronomic work to Angola, Cape
Verde and Lisbon. Then, in 1956, he co-founded the MPLA in Angola,
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the PAI (African Independence Party, which later became PAIGC) in
Guinea, and in Lisbon the MLPCP (Movement for the Liberation of the
People of the Portuguese Colonies) and the MAC (Anti-Colonialist Move-
ment).67 This educated elite of the colonised quietly prepared for revolu-
tion by subversively using the opportunities provided by the coloniser,
turning its tools – agronomy, science, poetry and academic institutions –
against its power.

In August of 1959, sailors and merchants demonstrated for better
working conditions at the Pidjiquiti port (main port) in Bissau; resulting
in a massacre that left fifty people dead and hundreds wounded. This
halted all PAIGC attempts at peaceful negotiations to end the colonial Por-
tuguese occupation. Half a year later, in January 1960, Cabral gave up his
job as agronomist and went underground, leaving Portugal forever to
become a full-time political strategist and theorist of the liberation move-
ment.68 The following spring, in June 1961, hundreds of students from
African colonies secretly fled from Portugal to escape the forced recruit-
ment into the colonial military to fight on the other side of the same
war. The CEI functioned as the main organisational hub for the escape
operation. The date 23 January 1963 marked the start of the armed
struggle in Guinea with PAIGC guerrilla militants attacking the Portu-
guese military base of Tite in the south of the country.

Semantics for Soil Reclamation

As mentioned above, Cabral’s first job in Portuguese Guinea was directing
the State Farm of Pessubé (Granja de Pessubé) in 1952, which he quickly
transformed into an experimental farm.69 The agricultural research centre
was an attempt to put into practice his vision for the development of
Guinea after independence. As Schwarz summarises, Cabral established
three main goals for his programme at Pessubé:

– the first one was to transform the Farm from a mere unit of vegetable pro-
duction destined to the colonial political and administrative authorities of
the praça [city] and a place for picnics and recreational walks, into a centre
of agricultural research – a tool to improve and modernise the production
of the farmers;
– the second was to tear down internal walls within which the agricultural
services were confined, to approximate them to the farmers, who should be
the main beneficiaries;
– the third was that of the interaction of Guinean farmers with those in the
neighbouring countries of the sub-region.70

The experimental farm project was intended to change farming prac-
tices, with the aim of emancipating people and reclaiming the land. The
intrinsic operations of the agricultural research institute, rooted in the
motto ‘experimentation-dissemination’, already show traces of what
later became Cabral’s ‘theory of culture’.71 Cabral developed his revolu-
tionary theory following his emergence from this earlier period of
double agency when, under the alias of Abel Djassi, he led the nascent
anti-colonial movement while still working as an agronomist for the Por-
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tuguese regime. With the launch of the armed struggle he entered the
world stage as the leader of PAIGC and a theorist of anti-colonial resist-
ance. His speeches – to the general population, at the UN, and to the guer-
rilla fighters and teachers – articulate an ecology of liberation informed by
the decolonisation of language itself. As he explained at Syracuse Univer-
sity ‘it is not possible to harmonise the economic and political domination
of a people, whatever may be the degree of their social development, with
the preservation of their cultural personality’. He argued that ‘the so-
called theory of progressive assimilation of native populations’ is
nothing but a violent attempt ‘to deny the culture of the people in ques-
tion’.72 For Cabral, the liberation of African people necessitated an act
of cultural emancipation at the grassroots level.

The three principles for the experimental farm of Pessubé can be
extrapolated to the agricultural programme he devised for a future
Guinea: no elitist production of farming products; no walls between the
governance at the service of people/farmers, and finally the encourage-
ment – through Creole and cinema – of the exchange of agricultural
knowledge and interaction among the different ethnic groups in the
region.

Cabral initially trusted that the liberation process would be possible
through non-violent protests and the legitimate demand of independence.
These principles later supported Cabral’s permanent pedagogical effort
towards self-emancipation employing what radical pedagogue Paulo
Freire after independence described as the coding of language through a
situated process of ‘consciencialisation’ (from the Portuguese consciencia-
lização), an active form of consciousness raising as part of an emancipa-
tory political process.73 Unfortunately the violent Portuguese repression
of Guinean protests, intensified by the tragic massacre at the Pidjigiti
port in 1959, made clear that the Portuguese had no intention of emulat-
ing other European colonial countries by recognising the right of indepen-
dence of their former colonies, thus provoking the eruption of the guerrilla
war.

Many of Cabral’s political speeches to guerrillas and peasants, made in
the context of the armed struggle, insisted on the re-naming and re-defin-
ing of words, geographies and concepts as a decolonising process of ‘con-
sciencialisation’ about systems of power, a semantic operation that
enhanced the strategic efficiency of warfare. For example: ‘In Guinea,
land is cut by arms of the sea that we call rivers, but in depth they are
not rivers… because until we arrive on dry land there is only salty
water.’74 Guinea’s morphology is a mountainless alluvium, with seventy
percent of its soil under sea level. These ‘arms of the sea’ have no word
in the colonial lexicon. The awareness of this lack signals something
amiss in the colonial epistemology – you only see what you already
know. The inadequacy of the Portuguese language to the geography of
Guinea Bissau is proof of the illegitimacy of their occupation. This tidal
condition also suggests the vulnerability of a permeable land inscribed
with centuries of invasion. Another example is Cabral’s use of the
phrase ‘centrifugal movement’:

we adopted a strategy that we might call centrifugal: we started in the
centre and moved towards the periphery of our country. This came as a
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big surprise to the Portuguese, who had stationed their troops on the
Guinea and Senegal borders on the supposition that we were going to
invade our own country.75

The colonial forces misjudged where the rebels or ‘terrorists’ (as the mili-
tants of Cabral’s movement were called in New State propaganda) would
attack from, and which tactics they would adopt. The struggle for the lib-
eration of Guinea-Bissau thus began in the centre of the territory, because
it was a people’s struggle, and then moved in a centrifugal manner taking
advantage of their knowledge of the land. This centrifugal movement is a
dilating variation of the cosmic cyclical movement, here a mountainous
force, embedded in the double meaning of the word ‘revolution’, which
Hannah Arendt draws attention to in relation to the French Revolution:
‘the motion is still seen in the image of the movements of the stars, but
what is stressed now is that it is beyond human power to arrest it’.76

In 1966, during the first Tricontinental Conference in Havana, Cabral
delivered his paper ‘The Weapon of Theory’. One year later, as part of an
agreement with Fidel Castro, Cabral sent young Guineans to Cuba to be
trained in medicine, warfare and cinema. Four of them – Sana na N’Hada,
Flora Gomes, Josefina Crato and José Bolama Cobumba – went to the
ICAIC (Instituto Cubano del Arte e Industria Cinematográficos) to learn
film-making under the guidance of Santiago Álvarez. But first, they were
introduced to the Spanish language and the practice of voluntary work:
labour that is not necessarily profitable but teaches an experience of the
common and, as Sana na N’Hada puts it, a practice for learning ‘humi-
lity’.77 Humble derives from humus, to be humble is to be next to the
humus, to be earthed, to stay close to the soil. This voluntary work (and
its inherent humility) informed Guinean film production as a grounded
cinematic practice at the service of a grassroots revolutionary process.

Still from José BolamaCobumba, Josefina Crato, Flora Gomes, Sana naN’Hada,Guinea Bissau: 6 Years After, 1980 (unfin-
ished film), Guinea Bissau, INCA 1979–1980
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In 1972, the Guinean film-makers returned from Cuba to begin document-
ing the on-going war of liberation against Portugal and, after the unilateral
declaration of independence, to build the capacity to make moving images
in and of an independent nation.78

Cabral never lived to witness the cinema he envisioned, as he was
assassinated on 20 January 1973. However, it was two of the Guinean
film-makers whom Cabral had sent to Cuba for training, Sana na
N’Hada and Flora Gomes, who produced the cinematic document of
the event that Cabral had worked towards, namely Guinea-Bissau’s uni-
lateral declaration of independence on 24 September 1973. In the hills
of Boé, the only elevated area of this flat and marshy country, the
leaders of the PAIGC gathered their militants for the first Popular Assem-
bly.79 A bureaucratic ritual in the midst of the jungle declared the Republic
of Guinea Bissau independent from Portugal.

In an interview in 2014, Sana na N’Hada explained the cinema
programme of the Guinean National Film Institute for the newly liberated
country:

How would cinema work in an institutional (de forma legal) way? We had
been shooting for about five or six years when we founded the Film Insti-
tute. Now, what ought to be done? So we created the ‘Programme of Rural
Promotion by Audiovisual Media’, which meant that, with cinema – along

Flora Gomes during the shooting for the film, José Bolama Cobumba, Josefina Crato, Flora Gomes, Sana na N’Hada,
Guinea Bissau: 6 Years After (unfinished film), INCA 1979–1980
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development of a
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with Creole – we could make people from there understand people from
here. We would contribute to imagining a national space.80

Although some film production took place in Guinea-Bissau after indepen-
dence, the aspirations to national film production remained unfulfilled. To
look at the remains of this militant Guinean cinema today gives us an
insight into both their representation of the revolutionary process and
the inscription of time, climate and war in the materiality of the now-
ruined celluloid.81 The erosion visible in the remaining celluloid from
this militant cinema praxis speaks of an abandonment of revolutionary
ambition and care in the postcolony. Neocolonial erosion is at stake not
only in the soil of the nation but also on any surfaces that inscribed
Guinea Bissau’s opposition to colonial power.

While national film and television institutions that were set up in
Angola and Mozambique after independence actively promoted Standard
Portuguese as a national language to encourage political unity, in Guinea-
Bissau Creole was chosen as a lingua franca between over thirty different
ethnic communities. The recoding of disparate farming practices was
entangled with an encoding of language and media; in this case the devel-
opment of Creole as a new transversal language was harnessed in film as
the vehicle of translocal agronomic exchange.

Creole is a language derived from an appropriation of Portuguese
vocabulary and the assimilation of oral and ethnic languages (especially
from Mandinga syntax), and it was the language Cabral used to com-
municate with different ethnic groups in the course of the eleven-year-

Voluntary work by Guinean students and camera exercise in Cuba, Dervis Espinosa, Cuba, INCA, 1967
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long armed struggle. A particular poetic and advanced aspect of
Guinean Creole, also seen in Cabral’s theorisation of revolution, is its
metonymic character, for example, pekadur is the word for ‘human
being’ and means ‘sinner’ – a particular human characteristic becomes
the name for the whole. Creole is the understudied inscription of and
resistance to 500 years of colonial encounter.82 Militant cinema and
Creole were the encoding of the struggle into the soil and onto the cel-
luloid emulsion, a deprogramming of the colonial system and epistemo-
logical soil reclamation. The ‘composting’ of the celluloid remains – for
example of the deeply eroded reels for the never-finished film Guinea-
Bissau: 6 Anos depois (Guinea-Bissau: Six Years After, Gomes,
N’Hada, Crato, Cobumba; unfinished film, 1979–1980), which depicted
various indigenous agriculture practices – can both be seen as the
meteorisation of matter analogous to the processes of neocolonial
erosion but also the humus to fertilise a soil literacy needed for future
gestures of decolonisation.

In his 1966 Havana speech, Cabral asserted: ‘We note, however, that
one form of struggle which we consider to be fundamental has not been
explicitly mentioned in this programme…We refer here to the struggle
against our own weaknesses.’83 One of those weaknesses was certainly
the use of a national model based on a colonial paradigm, the fragility
of which became evident in the descent into neocolonialism after indepen-
dence. My reading of Cabral’s scientific, economic and political writings
proposes to understand ‘meteorisation’ as an operational tool in a perma-
nent struggle that is the only possible state of liberation. Cabral was not
advocating for a utopian postcolonial oppression-free future from which
reparation would follow, but was rather preparing militants, language
and soil for a permanent becoming, one that even then could confront
threats to the environment, anticipating what has been named the ‘Capi-
talocenic’ Earth epoch. The current situation in Guinea-Bissau is one of
neoliberal takeover of territory by multi-nationals, upgrading historical
extractivist models to new global corporate-colonialist systems, rendering
again the complex alluvium ecologies as a contemporary terra nullius.84

‘Our people are the mountains’ is a counter-extractivist mindset, an ani-
mistic activation of the soil, a convocation of various knowledges and a
negation of coloniality. A soil reclamation. The inscriptions on and in
the palimpsest of the soil tell narratives of both the wretchedness and
the liberatory potency of its humus.

This text was written in dialogue with Diana McCarty, it profited from Clara López
Menéndez’s reviewing and was enriched by insightful proposals made by editors Ros
Gray and Shela Sheikh. It is deeply indebted to conversations with Olivier Marboeuf,
Volker Pantenburg, Tobias Hering, Suleimane Biai, Stefanie Schulte Strathaus,
Aissatu Seide, Flora Gomes, Sana na N’Hada and many other ‘ciné-kins’ in the
context of the project Luta ca caba inda. Thanks to Luís, Mark and Rosa for their care.
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